
Alva Throw

Light weight blanket made of our warm Alpaca blend.
Handmade in a shuttle loom in solid colours with a
striped detail on its ends. This style is the perfect layer
for your sofa and is easily combined with other pieces.
 Available in three neutral colours. Allow 4-8 weeks for
delivery.
Our pieces, just as every fibre and artisan, are one of a
kind and each imperfection, is a nod of appreciation
and acceptance to the beauty of a unique handmade
product.  
Read More
SKU: HOTH14
Price: $600
Stock: instock
Categories: Bedroom, Home, throws
Tags: alpaca, bedroom, home, throws

Product Description

35% Alpaca - 15% Wool - 50% Acrilico More throws >>
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Lexine Throw

Our Lexine blanket is textural and with amazing
weight, just the perfect piece for cold days. This throw
is made by hand on our shuttle loom and hand finished
with our signature stitch. Allow 4-8 weeks for delivery.
Our pieces, just as every fibre and artisan, are one of a
kind and each imperfection, is a nod of appreciation
and acceptance to the beauty of a unique handmade
product.
Read More
SKU: HOTH19
Price: $640
Stock: instock
Categories: Bedroom, Home, throws
Tags: alpaca, bedroom, home, throws

Product Description
Handmade, 35% Alpaca 15% Wool 50% Acrylic
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Bettina Alpaca Blanket

Our Bettina Baby Alpaca Blanket is woven in solid
colours that are carefully interrupted in a subtle and
random manner with a fine line in a contrasting tone. It
is light and warm at the same time and has a beautiful
drape. Allow 4-8 weeks for delivery.
Our pieces, just as every fibre and artisan, are one of a
kind and each imperfection, is a nod of appreciation
and acceptance to the beauty of a unique handmade
product.    
Read More
SKU:
Price: $810
Stock: instock
Categories: Bedroom, Home, throws
Tags: blanket, blankets, throws

Product Description
Handmade, 100% Baby Alpaca
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Halle Baby Alpaca Throw

Baby Alpaca blanket carefully woven on a shuttle loom
with an ash grey background and multicoloured stripes
on its ends. The Halle throw has a beautiful drape and
medium weight, perfect for spring and autumn. . Allow
4-8 weeks for delivery.
Our pieces, just as every fibre and artisan, are one of a
kind and each imperfection, is a nod of appreciation
and acceptance to the beauty of a unique handmade
product.
Read More
SKU: HOTH1450
Price: $850
Stock: instock
Categories: Bedroom, Home, throws
Tags: alpaca, bedroom, home, throws

Product Description
Handmade, 100% Baby Alpaca
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Ella Baby Alpaca Throw

The Ella blanket - throw is carefully woven on a shuttle
loom with fine 100% Baby Alpaca. Its trendless ombre
design makes it the perfect complement for the cozy
times lovers.  Allow 4-8 weeks for delivery.
Mrs. Lovegood's pieces are crafted in an environment
of joy, tranquility, love and respect. These
surroundings find their way into every fibre of our
items, creating a product charged with positive
energy. We believe that every object carries its own
history, the artisans who embroider and weave with
their prodigious hands, imprint a bit of their soul in
each product. Our pieces, just as every fibre and
artisan, are one of a kind and each imperfection, is a
nod of appreciation and acceptance to the beauty of a
unique handmade product.
Read More
SKU: HOTH22
Price: $870
Stock: instock
Categories: Bedroom, Home, throws
Tags: alpaca, bedroom, home, throws

Product Description
Light handmade and finished, 100% Baby Alpaca throw
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Liv Baby Alpaca Throw Blanket

Oxford textured, Baby Alpaca, handmade throw-
blanket. Finished with  handmade stitch.  Allow 4-8
weeks for delivery.
Mrs. Lovegood's pieces are crafted in an environment
of joy, tranquility, love and respect. These
surroundings find their way into every fibre of our
items, creating a product charged with positive
energy. We believe that every object carries its own
history, the artisans who embroider and weave with
their prodigious hands, imprint a bit of their soul in
each product. Our pieces, just as every fibre and
artisan, are one of a kind and each imperfection, is a
nod of appreciation and acceptance to the beauty of a
unique handmade product.
Read More
SKU: HOTH23
Price: $870
Stock: instock
Categories: Bedroom, Home, throws
Tags: alpaca, bedroom, home, throws

Product Description
Light handmade and finished, 100% Baby Alpaca throw
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Ida Baby Alpaca Throw Blanket

This classic handmade alpaca throw is woven in
sumptuous Baby Alpaca wool on a shuttle loom.
Delicate lines created to give the right amount of
texture to its elegant look and feel. Its drape and
softness is a beautiful and cosy layer for your bed or
sofa.  Available in Lilac colour. Allow 4-8 weeks for
delivery.
Mrs. Lovegood's pieces are crafted in an environment
of joy, tranquility, love and respect. These
surroundings find their way into every fibre of our
items, creating a product charged with positive
energy. We believe that every object carries its own
history, the artisans who embroider and weave with
their prodigious hands, imprint a bit of their soul in
each product. Our pieces, just as every fibre and
artisan, are one of a kind and each imperfection, is a
nod of appreciation and acceptance to the beauty of a
unique handmade product.  
Read More
SKU: HOTH21
Price: $970
Stock: instock
Categories: Bedroom, Home, throws
Tags: alpaca, bedroom, home, throws

Product Description

Soft handmade Baby Alpaca throw. More throws >>
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